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ABSTRACT
TRANSPATH is an information system on gene-regulatory
pathways, and an extension module to the TRANSFAC
database system (Wingender et al., Nucleic Acids Res.,
28, 316–319, 2000). It focuses on pathways involved in
the regulation of transcription factors in different species,
mainly human, mouse and rat. Elements of the relevant
signal transduction pathways like complexes, signaling
molecules, and their states are stored together with
information about their interaction in an object-oriented
database. The database interface provides clickable
maps and automatically generated pathway cascades
as additional ways to explore the data. All information is
validated with references to the original publications. Also,
references to other databases are provided (TRANSFAC,
SWISS-PROT, EMBL, PubMed and others).
Availability: The database is available over (http:
//transpath.gbf.de) for interactive perusal. As an exchange
format for the data, eXtensible Markup Language (XML)
flatfiles and a Document Type Definition (DTD) are
provided.
Contact: frs@biobase.de; cch@biobase.de;
ulg@biobase.de; mkl@biobase.de; ewi@biobase.de;
spi@biobase.de

1 INTRODUCTION
Cells, especially those of a complex multicellular organ-
ism, have to act and react to each other and to external
influences in a well concerted manner. Thus, if we want
to understand cellular behaviour and its responses to
external signals, or want to influence it in a predictable
manner, we have to understand the pathways through
which these signals are mediated into and within the
cell. Signal transduction pathways regulate the activity
of many transcription factors (Montminy, 1997) and
practically all oncogenes encode aberrantly functioning
members of such pathways coupled to growth-regulating
signals (Egan and Weinberg, 1993). Biological signaling
pathways also interact with each other to form complex

networks. These networks show emergent properties
like signal integration across multiple time scales or
self-sustaining feedback loops which are not present in
the isolated pathways (Bhalla and Iyengar, 1999).

Knowledge about the principle mechanisms of signal
transduction and regulation mechanisms of individual
macromolecules in signaling pathways has multiplied in
the last decade. Now it is growing at a rate that makes it
difficult to keep up with. The huge and ever more rapidly
growing amount of signal transduction data demands
for a database that stores and organizes this knowledge,
providing simple and fast access to the information. The
complexity created by the cross-talk between pathways
makes it virtually impossible to infer by hand all the
consequences that follow after modification of one part of
the network. To this end, computer-aided simulation will
have to be used. It can only be successful on the basis of a
comprehensive and detailed dataset.

2 METHODS AND ALGORITHMS
The database has been established under an object-
oriented database management system (POE, 1999). As an
interface to the database, Java and Object Query Language
(Catell and Barry, 1997) are used in servlets, providing
access over the www. The data are stored as a bipartite
graph. To visualize the data, expanded graph traversal
algorithms (Yellen and Gross, 1998) are used, which allow
for searches that make use of protein family information.
The object-oriented system allows to navigate the network
by reachability along object references during pathway
building, where in a relational system large numbers and
consecutive joins would be necessary. A full class layout
and detailed descriptions of all classes can be found online
under http://transpath.gbf.de/intro/tech/api.

3 IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
There are 19 312 molecules entries and 3094 interac-
tions in the database currently and it is updated daily.
Of the molecules, 10 073 were pre-imported from the
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Reference

- title: String
- publication: String
- authors: String
- components: Coll of Komp.
- comments: Coll of Annotate

- accno: String
-urlbase: String
- entries: Coll of Entry

Hyperlink Annotate

- text: String 
- source: Reference
- category: String 
- components: Coll of Komp.

Location

- species: String
- tissue: String 
- celltype: String
- compartment: String
- stage: String
- components: Coll of Komp.
- negcomps: Coll of Komp.

Molecule

- sequence: String 
- type: String
- firstpos: int
- lastpos: int
- parts: Coll of Molecule
- bulks: Coll of Molecule
- catalyzes: Coll of Reaction
- inhibits: Coll of Reaction
- rkins: Coll of Reaction
- rkouts: Coll of Reaction 
- states: Coll of Molecule
- stateofs: Coll of Molecule

Reaction

- reactants:  Coll of Molecule
- produces:  Coll of Molecule
- enzymes:   Coll of Molecule
- inhibitors: Coll of Molecule
- effect: String
-constant: double
- kcat: double
- reversible: boolean
- obsolete: boolean

Komponent

# name: String
# quality: String
# fullname: String
# synonyms: String
# klass: String
# comments: Coll of Annotate 
# references: Coll of Reference
# members:Coll of Komponent
# groups: Coll of Komponent
# locations: Coll of Location
# neglocs: Coll of Location

Entry 

# id: String  
# extid: String
# creator: String 
# createdate: String
# updator: String
# update: String
# restrict: String
# remark: String
# accnos: Collection of Hyperlink
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Fig. 1. UML class layout of the current implementation. Only one relation is shown between two classes, even if several exist. For the key
relations between molecule and reaction the roles are given. To maintain clarity, methods for the classes are not shown.

public SWISS-PROT database (Bairoch and Apweiler,
2000) to avoid redundant work. Another 6109 molecule
entries were generated as orthologue groups for these
proteins. New molecule entries 3130 were added. They
can be subcategorized as 1731 families, 881 molecules,
478 complexes and 40 motifs. All 3094 interactions are
retrieved from original literature.

Figure 1 shows the class layout of the database as an
UML community diagram.

Interactions are modelled in three ways:

(1) As chemical reactions with reactants and products
and, if applicable, a single enzyme and inhibitor.
This class includes complex formations, phosphory-
lations, translocations and all other interactions for
which the distinct states of the molecules involved
are known. To enable the system to be used as the
basis for simulation it is necessary to include rate
constants in the reactions and different entries for
different states of a molecule.

(2) In addition to this mechanistic view, interactions
can be stored as activation and inhibition pointers
providing a semantic view, which corresponds to
the schematic drawings familiar from the literature,
and is useful for those cases where the interaction
mechanism is yet unknown or indirect (similar data
is provided by the CSNDB database (Takai-Igarashi
and Kaminuma, 1998)).

(3) Non-directional interactions can be used in those
cases where it has only been shown that two
compounds interact, but the effect of the interaction
is unknown, like is the case for data from protein-
interaction or binding studies (similar data is stored
in the BIND and DIP databases (Bader and Hogue,
2000; Xenarios et al., 2001)).

Modification, for example by covalent binding or com-
plexation, can change a molecule’s signaling behaviour.
For this reason, one entry per gene or per splice variant
would not be sufficient to capture the signaling behaviour.
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Fig. 2. Hierarchical relations and roles for molecules, shown for
a subset of the Ras superfamily. Basic molecules are translated
proteins or small molecules that have mass. Family molecules are
groups of related molecules or of molecule groups. Motifs are
structural or sequence motifs of basic molecules. Complexes and
other states change the availabiliy of the molecule for reactions.

Also, motifs of a protein are often responsible for its sig-
naling behaviour (see Hunter, 2000), and it should be pos-
sible to link the signaling reaction to the motifs instead
of the whole molecule. In TRANSPATH, each molecular
activity and each motif is represented by its own entry.

Grouping molecules into families is essential for a
usable signal transduction database. Publications often do
not exactly specify which member of a protein family
was used in an experiment. When the family relationships
are stated in a formal way, it is possible to capture the
statements from the literature correctly, and it is easy
to write algorithms that exploit them in user queries. In
TRANSPATH, each family is represented by its own entry.
The family classification follows the use of families in the
extracted literature.

Figure 2 shows these relationships as a hierarchy.
Subcellular location plays an important role in the activ-

ity of many compounds. For example transcription factors
like NF-κB are only active in the nucleus, Ras is only
active after recruitment to the inner plasma membrane.
Every data item in TRANSPATH can be associated with
a location object, which also incorporates information
about cell types, developmental stages, organs, and
species specificity.

4 DISCUSSION
4.1 Data aquisition and updates
All interactions and molecules† are extracted manually
out of the literature by academically trained annotators
to ensure a high quality of the database content. External

† Except for the initially imported SWISS-PROT entries and groups.

experts are welcome to curate pathways in their area of
expertise, but there will be no public interface for data
submission to the database. The public version of the
database will be updated yearly.

4.2 Comparison with other work
We extend the approach taken by CSNDB (Takai-Igarashi
and Kaminuma, 1998), and offer detailed, species-specific
reactions extracted from primary literature in addition to
overview reactions from reviews.

TRANSPATH differs from interaction databases like
BIND (Bader and Hogue, 2000) and DIP (Xenarios
et al., 2001) in two ways: first, in TRANSPATH no
mass-generated data is stored. Second, most reactions in
TRANSPATH show the direction of signal transfer, while
interactions are undirected. Therefore, TRANSPATH can
be used to annotate the function of such interaction data,
while it in turn can benefit from the additional evidence
for its reactions from those databases.

One direct advantage of directionality is that we can in-
fer upstream or downstream events in signaling cascades,
which would not be possible with undirected relations.

4.3 Querying the signaling network
To make a database usable, it must be possible to answer
the questions the user has about the data. Natural ques-
tions to a pathway database often are more concerned with
pathways and networks than with a single element, for ex-
ample: what are the downstream effects of the presence or
absence of some molecule? Are there crosstalking points
between two pathways? Are there common regulatory el-
ements for a set of genes?

A metaphor that allows these kind of pathway queries
is implemented in TRANSPATH through graph traversal
algorithms. It is possible to bound the search by a certain
distance, to limit it to a species, and to generate shortest
paths between two molecules. More elaborate queries are
made possible by selecting certain sets of molecules as
filters or boundaries. Filters act to highlight or select
certain elements or paths that have been observed in the
traversal, boundaries limit the search to a subgraph. To
take into account family and state relationships in the
database, the search can be extended to traverse these
relations too. Pathway queries are a flexible and extensible
way to request data.

4.4 Displaying the results
With pathway queries, we can ask the questions. To un-
derstand the answers TRANSPATH provides five different
views on the data:

(1) Tabular data that present the attributes of a single
object in the database (Figure 3).

(2) Linear paths that show an ordered list of molecules
connecting two molecules of interest (Figure 4).
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Fig. 3. Example output for a single molecule entry. In this example, the option to show family information was selected, printing abstracts of
families this molecule belongs to above it.

Fig. 4. Example output for a path between IL-1alpha and AP-1. The
connecting interactions can also be included if the user so wishes.

(3) Tree-like cascades that show which elements are
downstream or upstream of a core component
(Figure 5).

(4) Graph layouts that show the full network as con-
nections between nodes, according to its topology
(Figure 6).

(5) Hand drawn, clickable maps that enrich the topolog-
ical layout with additional information, like subcel-
lular location or molecule type (Figure 7).

TRANSPATH provides a knowledge base which goes
beyond the approach of traditional gene or sequence
databases by focusing on the interactions between the
stored data items. By building up the signaling network
from single interactions instead of using predefined
pathways, it becomes possible to explore the pathways
through the graph in an unbiased way.

Fig. 5. Example output for a downstream cascade. The start for the
pathways downstream of IFNRII are shown. To limit the size of the
image, it has been cut off after the first few steps.

The next step will be to analyze the reaction graph and
infer general properties of the signal transduction path-
ways involved. With more and detailed data, it might also
become feasible to run simulations to obtain suggestions
for the response behaviour of such networks to extracellu-
lar signals, which then may be used to drive experimental
research.
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Fig. 6. Network around the ‘Ras’ entry, the square in the circle on
the upper right, as displayed in the Otter (2000) tool, for which input
files can be generated. Otter has to be downloaded and installed
separately. The names for nodes can be shown for the node under the
mouse pointer or for all nodes. One can directly make out important
players associated with Ras, as they are linked to a large number of
nodes: the half circle to the right above Ras centers on Raf, the large
one to the right below Ras on PI3K, and the one to the left below Ras
on Grb2. The largest one, in the middle below, centers on NF-κB.
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